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ABSTRACT: Molecular dynamics computer simulations are used to study the structure
and dynamics of 1-nm wide films of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) confined between
mica-type layered silicates of different cation exchange capacities (CEC). The simula-
tion setup mimics experimental systems formed by intercalation of PEO in montmor-
illonite alumino-silicates with varied inherent charges. It is shown that the presence
and population of lithium has a significant influence on the behavior of the system,

in addition to the confinement-induced effects caused by the extreme spatial restric-

tion. The structural features of the confined PEO are strongly altered with the num-

ber of Liþ, which determines the polymer/inorganic interactions. The combination of

the nanoconfinement and the presence of lithium preclude regular ordered arrange-

ments of PEO, similar to those observed in the bulk unconfined polymer. The segmental
dynamics of PEO in confinement are also greatly influenced by the presence of lithium,
because of the strong interaction between Liþ and the oxygen of the PEO backbone.
VVC 2005 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Polym Sci Part B: Polym Phys 43: 3460–3477, 2005

Keywords: molecular dynamics; nanoscopically confined polymers; polymer/inor-
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer/layered-silicate intercalated nanocompo-
sites have become an attractive class of systems
to study the fundamentals of nanoscopically con-
fined polymers.1,2 One promising way to synthe-
size polymer nanocomposites is by direct interca-
lation of polymers in layered inorganic hosts.3–6

Graphite, transition metal chalcogenides, metal

phosphates, complex oxides, oxychlorides, and
mica-type layered silicates are some examples of
layered solids capable of intercalation. The struc-
ture and properties of the resulting nanocompo-
site can be conveniently mediated by controlling
subtle guest–host interactions. In our study, the
focus is on mica-type layered silicates in which the
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is confined in well-
defined nanoscopically wide (0.87 nm) slits, which
are formed by self assembly of negatively charged
parallel stacks of the alumino-silicate layers.3,7–10

These inorganic crystalline layers can be natu-
rally occurring or synthetic and are typically 1-nm
thick and several micrometer in lateral dimen-
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sions, bearing a native hydrated cation layer in
the interlayer galleries. The thermodynamic driv-
ing force for the intercalation of PEO in such
severe pseudo-two-dimensional geometries is due
to the free energy gain of PEO replacing the
water.9–11 Where the Liþ montmorillonite layers
are used as the inorganic confining hosts, it is pos-
sible to systematically vary the surface density of
the Liþ cations (through cation exchange capacity
(CEC) reduction approaches12–14) and for moder-
ate reductions of the CEC, one can retain the
favorable thermodynamics for PEO intercalation.15

The present molecular modeling approach par-
allels experimental investigations probing the
fundamental physics and molecular dynamics of
about 1-nm thick PEO/Liþ films confined between
montmorillonite clay platelets.7–11,16 The focus of
this study is on providing a better understanding
of the segmental relaxations, chain dynamics,
and the structural arrangement of these nano-
confined polymer layers, and in particular on con-
necting the confinement-induced behavior to the
polymer/inorganic interactions (a connection that
still remains elusive despite numerous experi-
mental and simulations studies of such sys-
tems1,7–11,16–19).

Here, we perform a Molecular Dynamics simu-
lation study of PEO intercalated in clays of differ-
ent inherent charges (varied CEC montmorillon-
ites), so as to comparatively explore the effects of
geometric confinement and of varied polymer/
inorganic interactions (realized through varying
the number of counterbalancing lithium ions in
the interlayer). We build on our previous work18–20

aiming to further our insights into the molecular
origins underlying the behavior of nanoconfined
Liþ/PEO films, as it relates to both the structure
and the dynamics of the polymer and the Liþ.

SIMULATION DETAILS

Method and Systems

Molecular Dynamics simulations of fully atomis-
tic models of PEO hexamers intercalated between
montmorillonite crystalline layers were per-
formed. Complete details of the simulation
method and the force fields employed are given
elsewhere.18 All systems were simulated for 5 ns
each after equilibration, under NVT conditions,
with a time step of 1 fs, and a weak coupling to a
temperature bath realized via a Berendsen ther-
mostat.21 System trajectories were saved every
10 ps for postsimulation analyses. Bulk uncon-

fined PEO systems were also simulated, albeit
under NPT conditions and in the presence of
smaller salt concentrations.18,19

Simulations were carried out for three differ-
ent CECs of the confining silicate surfaces, varied
by changing the partial charge of the octahedral
aluminum layer, and adjusting the number of
counter-balancing lithium cations in a commen-
surate manner to preserve electrostatic neutral-
ity. This situation mimics the experimental sys-
tems formed by intercalation of PEO in reduced-
CEC montmorillonites.15 The different CECs that
we studied here are 1.44, 1.05, and 0.64 mequiv/
g, and correspond to 29, 21, and 13 Liþ cations/
montmorillonite layer, respectively, for our 3.696
� 3.656 � 3.558 nm3 simulation box.22,23 Studies
were also carried out on a fully neutral wall sur-
face, that is, a system in which no counterbalanc-
ing cations are present and the inorganic surfaces
bear no negative charge. For this last system, the
z-size of the simulation box was slightly reduced
so that the average PEO density in each slit
becomes the same as those systems that include
Liþ. It must be mentioned here that this last sys-
tem is purely theoretical, since there is no driving
force for intercalation of PEO in such nanometer
confinements, as also evident by the inability to
experimentally intercalate PEO in fully-neutral-
ized montmorillonite15 or in talc.24 All systems
studied, both intercalated and bulk, are com-
pletely ‘‘dry,’’ that is, there is no water in any of
the simulated systems. This is not obvious for the
respective experimental systems—especially for
the higher CEC silicates—that contain small
amounts of ‘‘structural’’ water, which is very diffi-
cult to remove.24 In most cases, traces of water
remain inside the intercalated PEO structures,
albeit in very small quantities, typically below
the detection limit of solid-state NMR.9,10 Simula-
tions that account for the presence of water in
PEO/montmorillonite intercalates have been
reported earlier.17

In all intercalated structures, the lithium cati-
ons dictate the system interactions. Namely,
beyond the interatomic van der Waals intera-
tomic interactions, common across systems, the
polymer/inorganic interactions are varied
between systems by the number of Liþ present.
Specifically, these interactions are determined by
the competitive coordination of montmorillonite
and PEO oxygens to the Liþ; that is, the electro-
static attraction of Liþ to the negative montmoril-
lonite layers (Liþ coordination with montmoril-
lonite oxygens) balanced by the Liþ coordination
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to the PEO oxygens. This balance of interactions
has shown to dictate both the lithium mobility,18

as well as the PEO structure20 and dynamics19 in
these nanoscopically confined systems.

Order Parameters

The simulations are performed on short oligom-
ers formed by six ethylene oxide repeating units
that cannot create extended crystalline arrange-
ments characteristic of helical configuration of
pure PEO. To examine the short range ordering
of the polymer chains in our system, we turn to
calculations of order parameters that can probe
local periodicities over a few atoms. Namely, we
compute translational, orientational, and rota-
tionally invariant order parameters. The defini-
tions and the physical significance of each param-
eter are analyzed in detail in our earlier work.19

For completeness and self-consistency for this
manuscript, they are also defined here.

1. The parameter of translational order (s) is

defined by:

s ¼
R nc
0 jgðnÞ � 1jdn

nc
ð1Þ

where n is the normalized radial distance
between carbon atoms (n ¼ rq1/3, where r
is the carbon radial distance, q is the car-
bon number density); g(n) is the interchain
radial (pair) distribution function of the
carbons in the simulation cell; nc is a cutoff
distance, whose value was chosen here as
half of the smallest box dimension. hsii is
thus a scalar parameter indicative of the
stacking periodicity between adjacent
chains, its value ranges between 0 and 1,
with lower values reflecting no preferential
spacing in the system (0 corresponds to an
ideal gas25) and higher values indicating a
higher system crystallinity (1 would be a
perfect crystal structure25).

2. The parameter of orientational order (q) is

defined in the manner proposed by Chau and

Hardwick,26 as follows:

qi ¼ 1� 3

32

X3
j¼1

X4
k¼jþ1

cos�j;i;k þ 1

3

� �2

ð2Þ

where Cj,i,k scans all the angles centered
on an oxygen atom i and defined by all
pairs (j,k) of its four nearest interchain oxy-

gen neighbors. The numerical factors used
normalize the value for q between 0 and 1
(with 1 corresponding to a perfect tetrahe-
dral arrangement centered around the i
oxygen). In a first approximation, q quanti-
fies how closely the orientation of four near-
est interchain oxygens follows a perfect tet-
rahedral arrangement.

3. The third measure of structural ordering that we

use is a rotationally invariant order parameter

that was first defined by Steinhardt et al.27 and

ten Wolde et al.28 in their studies of crystal

nucleation. It serves as a generic crystallinity

index, since it is independent of crystal symme-

try and the orientation of the structure in space.

It is calculated as follows: all the neighbors j of
a particular particle i within a radius rq are iden-

tified. The position vectors rij between neighbors

are then normalized to unit vectors r̂ij and their

polar and azimuthal angles hij and /ij are deter-

mined. The local structure around particle i is

characterized by its order parameter �qlm, which
is constructed using the spherical harmonics

Ylm(hij,/ij) ¼ Ylm(�rij) and summing over all Nb(i)
neighbors of particle i:

qlmðiÞ ¼
1

NbðiÞ
XNbðiÞ

j¼1

Ylmðr̂ijÞ and

Qlm ¼
PN
i¼1

NbðiÞqlmðiÞ
PN
i¼1

NbðiÞ
ð3Þ

In this case, �qlm is a local order parameter,
obtained for each i, whereas the global
order parameter �Qlm is calculated by the
ensemble average over all particles and
configurations. Obviously, �Qlm as defined
earlier is still dependent on the choice of
reference frame. To obtain rotationally
invariant equivalent parameters (Ql), one
needs to average over all m directions28:

Ql ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p

2lþ 1

Xl

m¼�1

jQlmj2
vuut ð4Þ

In a noncrystalline liquid, the correlations dis-
sipate rapidly, and values of Ql tend to be small,
with a value of 0 corresponding to absolute disor-
der, that is, a complete lack of any structural cor-
relation (a situation corresponding to a disor-
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dered liquid). Most approaches employ only the
Q6 parameter as a ‘‘generic measure of crystallin-
ity,’’ since Q6 is largely insensitive to any particu-
lar crystal symmetry. As for all Ql, Q6 is 0 for dis-
ordered states and increases in magnitude for
more crystalline arrangements, where correla-
tions through the structure develop.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PEO–Li+ Coordination

As will become obvious in the results and discus-
sion following, the central physical factor—in
addition to the effects of the severe geometric con-
finement—that determines the rest of the system
properties is the PEO oxygen–Liþ coordination.
Here, we summarize at the outset the PEO–Liþ

coordination across the systems studied, and we
shall later connect back to this data—as pertinent
for the structural and dynamical properties dis-
cussed hereafter.

In Table 1, we tabulate for each system (T, NLi)
the number of ethylene-oxide oxygens that are
coordinated to Liþ (Ncoord

O ), derived by the inte-
gration of the first peak of the Li/PEO–oxygen
pair distribution function (PDF) in the confined
film. This number decreases with temperature
(following approximately the respective Boltz-
mann factor for the coordination energy over kT)
but remains more-or-less constant, about 3.5,
across the various EO:Li ratios studied. This is a
reasonable coordination number, given that the
Liþ spends the vast majority of time in the imme-
diate vicinity of the SiO2 surface of the montmor-
illonite18 coordinated on average with 2.5 inor-
ganic surface oxygens,17 and thus can only coordi-
nate with PEO oxygens in half of the space. This
coordination behavior has as a direct consequence
that as the EO:Li ratio is increased (for higher
CEC, i.e., higher NLi per montmorillonite layer)
an increasing fraction of the PEO oxygens is nec-
essary to coordinate to all the Li cations. Specifi-
cally, for a typical montmorillonite CEC of 1.05
mequiv/g (NLi ¼ 21) about half the PEO oxygens

Table 1. PEO–Oxygen/Liþ Coordination and PEO Chain Conformations

System O–Li Coordination PEO Conformationsa

T (K) NLi (atoms)b Ncoord
o (atoms)c /coord

o (%)d /triads
tgt (%) /hexads

tgt (%) /enneads
tgt (%)

Nanoscopically confined PEO in Liþ montmorillonite
273 13 3.9 37 52 24 9
323 13 3.6 34 50 22 8
373 13 3.6 34 47 20 7
423 13 3.7 35 47 20 7
273 21 3.6 55 47 18 5
323 21 3.5 53 50 22 7
373 21 3.4 52 44 16 5
423 21 3.5 53 43 16 5
273 29 3.5 73 47 19 6
323 29 3.5 73 51 22 7
373 29 3.4 71 46 17 5
423 29 3.3 70 46 18 5

Bulk unconfined PEO with Liþl�

273 8 6.2 12 69 43 25
298 8 6.2 12 68 41 24
323 8 6.3 12 66 40 21
373 8 6.3 12 61 34 16
398 8 6.1 12 57 29 14
423 8 6.1 12 53 25 11

a /n-seq
tgt is the fractions of ‘‘helical’’ dihedral n-sequences: triads (tgt), hexads (tgttgt), and enneads (tgttgttgt).

b NLi is the number of Liþ per montmorillonite layer for the nanoscopically confined systems, and the total number of Liþ for the bulk PEO
systems.

c Ncoord
o is the number of PEO oxygens coordinated to each Liþ.

d /coord
o is the fraction (percentage) of coordinated PEO oxygens.
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are coordinated with a Liþ, whereas for a high
CEC inorganic host (CEC ¼ 1.44 mequiv/g, or NLi

¼ 29) about three quarters of the PEO oxygen are
coordinated, and for a low CEC host (CEC ¼ 0.64
mequiv/g, or NLi ¼ 13) only about a third of the
PEO oxygens are coordinated with Liþ. For the
bulk unconfined PEO/Liþ systems, the oxygen–Li
coordination numbers are about 6 for all tempera-
tures studied, reflecting the fact that now there
are no surface oxygens for Liþ to coordinate with.
This in turn results in temperature-independent
fraction of coordinated PEO oxygen, which
remains at a value of about 12%, reflecting the
lower EO:Li ratio in these systems when com-
pared with the confined ones.

Direct consequences of the PEO–Li coordina-
tion are manifested in the PEO chain conforma-
tions. Namely, the PEO oxygen–Li cation coordi-
nation necessitates a deviation from the lowest
energy helical chain conformation, which is the
chain conformation amenable to periodic stacking

and thus crystal formation. More specifically,
where dihedral angles along the chain backbones
centered on a C��O bond adopt a trans (t) state
and those centered on C��C bonds adopt gauche
(g), crystallizable helical chain conformations are
defined.29 In Table 1, we tabulate such ‘‘crystalliz-
able’’ PEO chain conformations through dihedral
sequences across three (triads, ��O��C��C��O��
PEO segment, with a tgt helical conformation), six
(hexads, ��O��C��C�� O��C��C��O�� segment,
with a tgttgt helical conformation), and nine dihe-
drals (enneads, ��O��C��C��O��C��C��O��C��
C��O�� segment, with a tgttgttgt helical confor-
mation). The fractions of specific dihedral sequen-
ces—PEO conformations—at each temperature
were enumerated by directly counting the sequen-
ces’ occurrence in the simulation ensembles. Com-
paring the PEO conformations in confinement vs.
those in bulk PEO, we can see (a) a clear differ-
ence in relative numbers, with the PEO conforma-
tions in confinement having markedly lower popu-

Figure 1. Distribution of rotationally invariant order parameters (Q6) calculated for PEO/Liþ

thin films. Each figure corresponds to PEO intercalated in montmorillonite (MMT) with different

CEC, that is, with different number of Liþ per montmorillonite layer: (a) NLi ¼ 29 per simulated

montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼ 21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and (d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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lations of helical structures (a direct consequence
of the much higher oxygen–Li coordination in the
confined systems and, to a lesser extent, confine-
ment—geometric frustration—effects on the PEO
conformations); and (b) a qualitative change with
temperature for the bulk bearing signatures of a
‘‘melting’’ (as reported earlier, cf. Fig. 9 of a pre-
vious publication19), whereas in confinement PEO
conformations only undergo the typical Boltzmann
thermalization for each of the confined system.

Confined PEO Structure

As the CEC is varied across the simulated sys-
tems, a dramatic change is seen in the structure
of PEO. These structural changes are probably
best quantified through the distribution of the
rotationally invariant order parameter, Q6 (Fig.
1). As the number of lithium cations in the inter-
layer gallery decreases, the ensemble average
value of the order parameter hQ6i (calculated over
all the oxygen atoms of the PEO backbone) stead-
ily increases. Thus, we see that the lesser the

number of lithium ions in the system, the greater
is the order between adjacent PEO chains. The
underlying rationale behind such an effect is the
strong coordination between the Liþ and the oxy-
gens of the PEO. This interaction forces the poly-
mer chains to wrap around the Liþ, forming
‘‘crown-like’’ coordination structures. Thus, the
polymer chains tend to exist in more ‘‘amorphous’’
conformations, rather than the ordered—semi-
crystalline—structure that is seen in bulk PEO.
As the number of lithiums in the system
increases, more oxygens take part in this coordi-
nation (cf. Table 1), further breaking-up any
degree of order that they might possess. This hin-
drance to a regular arrangement of polymer
chains is implicitly manifested by the low values
of the rotationally invariant order parameter, Q6.
In the extreme case, where no Liþ is present in
the interlayer, the PEO adopts highly stretched
configurations [Fig. 1(d)] dictated by the geomet-
ric constraints of the flat confining walls.

As the number of lithium ions present in the
system changes, in addition to a quantitative var-

Figure 2. Electron density profiles of the various moieties across the slit pore for PEO/Liþ

thin films. The PEO is intercalated between confining surfaces of montmorillonite with dif-
ferent CEC, which corresponds to (a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼
21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and (d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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iation in the Q6 mean value, there is also a quali-
tative change in the width of its distribution. As
seen in Figure 1, the fewer Liþ present, the nar-
rower is the Q6 distribution. This is because a
change in the CEC of the system (corresponding
to a change in the number of Liþ) directly influen-
ces the number of oxygens participating in coordi-
nation with the Liþ. Thus, with a greater number
of Liþ in the system, more of the PEO oxygens
coordinate to the Liþ. However, at any given time,
there are always some oxygens that are not coor-
dinated to any lithium; thus, the presence of lith-
ium leads to the oxygen atoms of the PEO finding
themselves in an increasingly heterogeneous
environment. Those PEO chains with their oxy-
gens coordinated to the lithium are extremely dis-
ordered, and are represented by values of Q6 close
to 0. Those oxygens that are free are able to rear-
range in some semblance of order, and therefore,
display higher values of Q6 (in the extreme case
of no Liþ in the system, Q6 increases substan-
tially in value). In this manner, the increase in
lithium content is directly reflected in the
increasing disorder of the PEO chains, as shown
by the mean Q6, and also represented by the
increasing width of the Q6 distributions.

This trend is also manifested in the structure
of PEO across the confined film, as for example
through the influence of CEC on the electron den-
sity profiles calculated perpendicular to the slit
(in the direction of the z-axis). The confined PEO
films correspond in all cases to a bilayer, that is, a
film two monomers wide with a clearly developed
layered structure, which is the most stable struc-
ture due to steric considerations.30 However, the
presence and population of Liþ in the system
strongly influence the density profiles of the PEO
oxygens (Fig. 2), with a marked change in the
shape of the profile that the rest of the PEO
adopts across the confined film. Namely, due to
the strong attraction with the negatively charged
silicate wall, Liþ ions are predominantly located
in close proximity to the inorganic surfaces. In
turn, because of their coordination with the lith-
ium, a number of polymer oxygens are pulled
toward the wall despite their partial negative
charge. This effect forces some of the PEO oxy-
gens to be located in the immediate vicinity of the
solid surface, slightly closer to the wall than the
covalently bonded carbons, and the rest of the
oxygens belonging to the same chains are located
on the other side of the density peak toward the
center of the film. This gives rise to a ‘‘double oxy-
gen bilayer’’ within the film, located on either

side of the carbon density peaks [Fig. 2(a–c)].
Decreasing the number of lithiums directly leads
to a decrease in the number of the coordinated
polymer oxygens immediately adjacent to the
confining surface [cf. Fig. 2(a–c)]. An extreme
example of this is the system in which there are
no lithium present in the intergallery [Fig. 2(d)];
here, it is seen that the ‘‘double oxygen bilayer’’
completely disappears, with the density profile
exhibiting only the characteristic twin peaks of a
confined bilayer. This neutral system thus shows

Figure 3. Interchain PDF calculated within a single slit
in the confinement for (a) oxygen–oxygen pairs, and (b)

carbon–carbon pairs. The various lines correspond to sys-
tems with montmorillonite of different CEC (as denoted
by the NLi). Note the influence of lithium on the first peak

in the oxygen PDF, because of the O��Li coordination.
This effect is less pronounced for the carbon PDF, since
carbon atoms do not directly coordinate with the Liþ.
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the most homogeneous density profile, a result
that is also echoed by the high Q6 values and nar-
rower distributions for this system [Fig. 1(d)].

All the above behavior can be further illus-
trated by considering the interchain PDF [Fig.
3(a)]. For example, in the interchain oxygen PDF,
the first peak becomes smaller with decreasing
number of lithium ions in the system, eventually
disappearing for the case in which there are no
lithiums present in the confined film. To under-
stand the origin of this first peak, one must again
turn to the electron density profiles of Figure 2.
The small first peak seen in PDFs of oxygen for
high CEC values, at a distance of about 0.3 nm
(Fig. 3), arises from the staggered oxygens
present on either ‘‘side’’ of each carbon peak in
the z-density bilayer, one toward the surface and
one toward the center of the slit. As the number
of lithiums in the system is decreased, the oxygen
density peak immediately adjacent to the wall
lowers in intensity, finally disappearing for the
theoretical system corresponding to neutral
walls. This behavior directly results in the lower-
ing, and eventually the disappearance of the PDF

peak at 0.3 nm, while there is a related simulta-
neous increase of the PDF peak at about 0.5 nm,
which corresponds to the interchain oxygens
within the same density layer that are not stag-
gered normal to the confining surfaces. This sim-
ulation prediction, as quantified through the
PDFs, can be directly tested experimentally by
small-angle neutron scattering and total X-ray
diffraction.31,32

Despite their high resolution in identifying
order in the confined system, all the above quan-
tities—Q6, electron density profile, and PDFs—
are structure-insensitive. Further elucidation of
the manner in which order decreases in the sys-
tem (as the number of Liþ increases) can be pro-
vided by order parameters that probe specific
structures and periodicities, such as the transla-
tional and orientational order parameters. For
the systems with different CECs, the effect of the
number of Liþ ions on the carbon–carbon transla-
tional order parameter s is different from that on
the rotationally invariant order parameter, Q6. In
this case, it is seen that with decreasing number
of lithiums, there is a slight decrease in the aver-

Figure 4. Distribution of translational order parameters calculated for interchain C��C
pairs. PEO is intercalated between montmorillonites of varied CEC, which correspond to
(a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼ 21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and

(d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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age value, hsi, and a narrowing of the s distribu-
tion (Fig. 4). As with the Q6, this behavior arises
also from the interactions between the polymer
and the lithium, albeit in an indirect manner: Liþ

and PEO carbons interact only via van der Waals
forces and weak electrostatic repulsions (the PEO
carbon has a positive partial charge); however,
carbon atoms will bear signatures of structural
changes with Liþ, since the oxygens—to which
the carbons are covalently bonded along the
chain—are influenced by the presence of a proxi-
mal/coordinated Liþ (cf. Table 1). This is also evi-
dent in the interchain carbon–carbon PDF, as
seen in Figure 3(b). As the number of Liþ in the
system decreases, the carbon interchain PDF
becomes more homogeneous and well rounded,
simply by virtue of the decreased coordination of
oxygen with lithium, which dictates fewer oxy-
gens in intimate contact with the confining surfa-
ces. As mentioned earlier in eq 1, the distribution
of s is directly calculated from the individual
interchain PDFs of all the carbon atoms in the
system. Thus, with increasing number of Liþ,
there is a greater deviation from a smooth PDF,

which is consequently mirrored in the higher val-
ues of hsi, indicating a slightly better carbon—
and PEO chain—stacking within the layers as
the lithium content increases.

Similarly, the distributions of oxygen orienta-
tional order parameter are also influenced by the
number of lithium cations present (Fig. 5). The
orientational order parameter qi, as defined in eq
2, is calculated by considering the four nearest
oxygen neighbors for each oxygen atom in the
system. Since the presence of lithium promotes
crown-ether type of arrangements around the
Liþ, it leads to deviations from an oxygen tetrahe-
dral arrangement, and thus promotes lower qi
structures. This behavior is manifested by
increased heterogeneities in the oxygen struc-
tures, an effect readily visible in Figure 5(a–c),
where the qi distribution is seen to broaden with
increasing numbers of Liþ in the system. How-
ever, the average value hqi does not change
appreciably, except for the extreme case where all
lithium is removed from the system [Fig. 5(d)].
Thus, increasing lithium numbers in the system
promote more diverse structures—higher struc-

Figure 5. Distribution of orientational order parameters calculated for interchain oxygen
quads. PEO is intercalated between montmorillonites of varied CEC, which correspond to
(a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼ 21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and

(d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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tural heterogeneity—for the oxygen tetrahedrals
but do not induce a lower or higher oxygen tetra-
hedral order. In the extreme case, where all lith-
ium is removed from the system, there develops a
slightly stronger tetrahedral oxygen order, pro-
moted by the absence of crown-ether PEO config-
urations; however, since the confined geometry
between flat confining surfaces is not particularly
commensurate with helical PEO structures (that
would be characterized by high oxygen tetrahe-
dral ordering and higher hqi values), the extent of
this order increase remains small.

For Liþ bearing confining montmorillonite sur-
faces, varying the CEC affects the structure of 1-
nm thick confined PEO film. In summary, the
greater the number of lithiums adjoining the sur-
faces (higher CEC), the greater the number of
PEO oxygens coordinating with lithium, and the
greater the heterogeneity in the oxygen structure
(and by extension, the polymer configurations).
Thus, more Liþ leads to an increase in the con-
fined system disorder, evidenced by a broadening
in the distribution of all order parameters studied
(Q6, si, and qi) and a decrease in the mean value
of the Q6. However, it must be noted here that the
disordering itself does not originate from the
presence of lithium alone, but is primarily
induced by the extreme dimensional restriction
on the PEO in these almost two-dimensional sys-
tems. The effect of confinement is clearly demon-
strated through the comparison against the same
order parameters for the respective bulk uncon-
fined PEO systems (Fig. 6), and is most percepti-
ble in the temperature dependence of the confor-
mational characteristics under confinement
(Figs. 1, 4, and 5). Namely, although there is a
slight change in the parameters of structural
order with temperature under confinement, it is
by far not as apparent as for the corresponding
bulk systems (Fig. 6), where there is a qualitative
and distinct change in order across 323 K. Even
for the extreme case corresponding to the com-
plete absence of any lithium in the confined sys-
tems, there is little change in any of the order
parameters with temperature, suggesting that
the structure (i.e. the extent of disorder in the
system) remains at the same level throughout the
temperatures studied. In contrast, for the bulk
PEO system, there exists a clear gradation33 in
structure above a temperature close to the experi-
mental melting point of bulk PEO [Fig. 6(a–c)].
All realistic nanoscopically confined systems
exhibit higher disorder than the most disordered
unconfined system simulated (at 423 K); a disor-

Figure 6. Distributions of three order parameters calculated

for the bulk unconfined PEO/LiþI� system, as a function of

temperature. A clear gradation in structural order is visible at

about 323 K. (a) Rotationally invariant order parameter (Q6),

(b) carbon–carbon translational order parameter, and (c) oxy-

gen orientational order parameter.
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der which is developed because of the combined
effects of the strong coordination of the PEO oxy-
gens to the numerous Liþ cations of the silicate
surfaces (which promotes highly disordered,
crown-like, conformations34) and of the severe
(0.87-nm wide) geometric confinement between
adjacent surfaces.

In addition to visually comparing the probabil-
ity distributions of the three order parameters, it
may be also informative to compare the moments
of these distributions (Fig. 7). The standard defi-
nition for the moments of probability distribu-
tions is used, with the nth moment about the
mean defined as35 mn:

mn ¼

PN
j¼1

ðx� xjÞnpðxjÞ

PN
j¼1

pðxjÞ
; n� 2; and x¼

PN
j¼1

xjpðxjÞ

PN
j¼1

pðxjÞ

ð5Þ

where x is the variable—in our case the order
parameters Q6, s, or q, respectively—with a mean
value of �x and a probability of p(xj) that the spe-

cific order parameter adopts a value xj. The first
moment (�x) corresponds to the mean value; the
second moment (n ¼ 2) is the variance, whose
square root is the standard deviation; the third
moment (n ¼ 3) is the skewness of the distribu-
tion; and the forth moment (n ¼ 4) is the kurtosis
of the distribution. While the mean and the
standard deviation are dimensional quantities,
that is, have the same units as the measured
quantities xj, the skewness and the kurtosis are
dimensionless. The skewness characterizes the
degree of asymmetry of a distribution around its
mean, whereas the kurtosis measures the rela-
tive ‘‘peakedness or flatness’’ of a distribution rel-
ative to the normal (Gaussian) distribution.

Upon comparison of the moments of the order
parameter distributions between the bulk uncon-
fined PEO and the nanoscopically confined—
intercalated—PEO films (across varied EO:Li
ratios and temperatures), we can derive the fol-
lowing conclusions (Fig. 7): From the first and
second moments (Fig. 7, top panels): Despite the
geometric confinement, all 1-nm thin PEO films
are less ordered than the most disordered bulk
unconfined PEO, across all temperatures studied.

Figure 7. The first four moments of the probability distributions for the three order parameters

studied (from left to right: Q6, s, and q). In the top panels, the first moment (average) is plotted

as a symbol, and the square root of the second moment (variance) is plotted as a bar. In the bot-

tom panels, the third (skewness) and fourth (kurtosis) moments are plotted as symbols, with lines

connecting the various T-points for each system.
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This behavior occurs for all three of the order
parameters studied—and across all EO:Li ratios
considered—and reflects the highly disordered
polymer conformations (e.g., tgt dihedral triads/
hexads, etc. cf., Table 1) originating from the eth-
ylene-oxide oxygen/Li coordination. As expected,
in the system where PEO is confined between two
solid surfaces in absence of any Liþ cations, the
rotationally invariant order parameter Q6 is
markedly larger than all other systems, reflecting
the parallel to the confining-surfaces chain
arrangement, and concurrently the parameter of
translational order (s) is respectively minimized.
Secondly, increasing the number of lithium ions
(NLi ¼ 13, 21, 29) increases the heterogeneity in
the structure of PEO oxygens, as seen in the
increase of the variance (i.e., broadening of the
distribution for all three of the order parameters
calculated). Finally, although our PEO chains are
too short to capture the genuine crystalline
behavior of high molecular weight PEO, there
exist clear traces of a melting transition in the
bulk unconfined PEO systems. Most clearly, the
parameter of orientational order (q) undergoes a
qualitative change—in the mean value, skew-
ness, and kurtosis—as T crosses 350 K. All con-
fined systems show no such traces of a transition,
and retain a highly amorphous (low means in all
three parameters of order) structure throughout
the temperature range simulated.

Dynamics

Lithium Diffusion

Simulation studies as well as experimental
approaches have conclusively revealed that ionic
conductivity and polymer chain dynamics are
intimately connected in polymer–electrolyte/salt
systems.36,37 In the case of polymer/silicate nano-
composites, the massive silicate platelets act as
the anionic component, whose immobilized nega-
tive charges are offset by the presence of mobile
Liþ cations. The intercalated polymer functions
as the electrolyte and structural material. Our
earlier studies18 have shown the strong correla-
tion between Liþ dynamics and PEO backbone
libration in the PEO/Liþ montmorillonite system.
It was seen that the balance of competing forces
on the lithium, which is attracted both to the
anionic silicate as well as to the partially
charged oxygen moieties on the chain backbone,
was responsible for the ubiquitous temperature-
insensitive hopping mechanism for lithium ion
dynamics.18

In systems with varying CEC, and thus vary-
ing lithium/oxygen ratios and varied montmoril-
lonite/Liþ attraction, the critical nature of the
interplay of forces between Liþ and PEO oxygen
should be revealed, since it not only influences
ion dynamics but also polymer chain relaxations.
Because the lithium ions are coordinated to oxy-
gens from adjacent polymer chains, and are also
attracted to the wall surfaces, each individual
cation acts as an effective ‘‘anchor’’ point, which
binds polymer chains to the confining wall. The
greater the number of charges present in the
interlayer, the more organic oxygens participate
in coordination, leading to greater extent of bind-
ing for the chains. At the same time, increasing
the number of Liþ also implies an increase of the
inorganic negative charge per area (CEC), which
leads to a greater binding strength for each lith-
ium on the confining walls. Both these factors
should lead to a decrease in the Liþ mobility, with
an increase in the number of Liþ per montmoril-
lonite (CEC), even in the absence of any Liþ/Liþ

steric or interaction mechanisms. This is reflected
in the diffusion coefficients38 for lithium motion
in the interlayer confinement, which decrease
with an increase in the number of lithium ions
present in the system, as seen in Figure 8. At the
same time, given the strong correlation between
PEO dynamics and lithium mobility, where there
are more Liþ in the system (also characterized by
decreased cation mobilities), there will also exist
more extensive PEO coordination for a particular

Figure 8. Diffusion coefficients for lithium, in PEO/Liþ

montmorillonite intercalates with varied CEC. Liþ trajecto-

ries are primarily parallel to the confining walls, yielding

MSD curves that are predominately Fickian over the time-

scale of the simulation.
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chain, and thus it is expected that the more inhib-
ited will be the PEO chain and segmental dynam-
ics.39 To the extent that activation energies can
be calculated from these Liþ diffusivities, all con-
fined systems show a similar activation energy of
about 7 kJ/mol. This activation energy is compa-
rable to the one our simulations yield for the bulk
PEO/Liþ systems above 350 K (4 kJ/mol), and
substantially lower than the activation energy for
Liþ in bulk PEO below 350 K (20 kJ/mol). This
behavior captures the qualitative trends and the
temperature dependence of Liþ conductivities in
intercalated systems and in bulk PEO.10 Further-
more, considering the error associated with acti-
vation energy calculations both in simulations
and in experiments, our simulations also repro-
duce the experimentally measured activation
energies for Liþ in intercalated systems and in
amorphous bulk PEO (ca. 11 kJ/mol),10 and are
consistent for the bulk PEO at low (below 350 K)
temperatures.

Finally, it may be informative to draw a paral-
lel between our confined systems and those of a
recent investigation of bulk PEO:LiSbF6 com-

plexes.37 In that work, the authors observe that

when the Li content is increased beyond a EO:Li

ratio of 6:1, there develops ordering associated

with Li-coordination structures, which is accom-

panied by high Liþ mobilities.37 This is clearly

not happening in our confined systems (Figs. 7

and 8) despite having EO:Li ratios of 10.6:1,

6.5:1, and 4.7:1 (for NLi ¼ 13, 21, and 29, respec-

tively). The increased crystalline ordering

observed in the bulk PEO:LiSbF6 systems, which

is responsible for the dramatically increased Liþ

mobility, cannot be accommodated in Liþ silicate

intercalated geometries. Moreover, Li coordina-

tion in these confined systems is also with the

oxygens of the montmorillonite surface, and this

latter coordination—rather than the PEO:Li coor-

dination—defines the mechanism of Liþ motion.18

In principle, if intercalation of PEO:LiSbF6 were

possible in Liþ montmorillonite so as to achieve

perfect helical PEO structures (cf. Fig. 1 of ref.

37), one could envision that similarly high lith-
ium conductivities would also be achieved in the
present intercalated systems.

Figure 9. MSDs of PEO oxygens as a function of temperature: (a) 273 K; (b) 323 K; (c) 373

K; and (d) 423 K. The CEC of each system is denoted through the numbers of Liþ per mont-

morillonite platelet.
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PEO Chain Dynamics

The strong correlation between lithium ion and
PEO dynamics was briefly mentioned in the pre-
vious section and was discussed in detail in earlier
work.18,19 This correlation, which arises because of
the simultaneous coordination of the lithium to the
wall and to the PEO oxygens, is also expected to
have a concomitant effect on polymer dynamics. In
Figure 9, the mean square displacements (MSD)
for the polymer oxygens are shown as a function of
time for the three different CEC studied, and
across four different temperatures (273–423 K).

In all cases, it is evident that the presence of
cationic charges has an effect on monomer motion,
reflected in a decrease of the initial—almost lin-
ear—part of the MSD for the PEO oxygens in sys-
tems with larger numbers of Liþ (higher CEC).
This effect can be directly attributed to the pin-
ning effect resulting from the electrostatic attrac-
tion between Liþ and coordinated oxygens that
belong to the montmorillonite and the PEO. This
effective pinning results in the direct immobiliza-

tion of any coordinated PEO oxygens, and through
the chain connectivity an indirect immobilization
of adjacent carbons and subsequent oxygens
across the PEO chain. It is also seen that this
effect becomes less pronounced with increasing
temperature; since the potential barrier due to
coordination energy is becoming easier to over-
come by the kinetic energy at higher tempera-
tures, and also because the Liþ ions themselves
are becoming more mobile, thus decreasing their
anchoring efficacy. The effects of geometric con-
finement also become apparent in the oxygen
MSD, through the typical change of slope as the
oxygen explores spatial dimensions comparable
with the confinement size; in Figure 9, this occurs
at about 1.5 nm of RMS displacement for the
higher temperatures (373–423 K) where all con-
fined space can be explored, and at lower RMS
displacements for the lower temperatures (273–
323 K), where space is further restricted by im-
mobilized chains pinned on the walls via Li co-
ordination.

Figure 10. Distributions of fast and slow reorienting C��H moieties calculated for all C��H

bonds in the system, at 273 K. The influence of the Liþ is clearly visible when comparing across

the various CEC, which correspond to (a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼
21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and (d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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Specifically, at long time scales, the logarith-
mic plot of oxygen MSDs vs. time shows a slope
below 1. This deviation from classic diffusive
behavior is a manifestation of the confined slit
geometry, an effect that is also observed in com-
puter simulations of the dynamics of supercooled
chains close to their glass transition tempera-
tures. In such studies,40 the ‘‘caging’’ of mono-
mers occurs also for finite times and yields a pla-
teau in the log(MSD) vs. log(time) with a slope of
0.63. In the case of glasses, at long times, the
monomers were observed to break free of their
cages, and were able to establish classic Fickian
diffusion with a slope of 1,40 reflecting the
dynamic nature of confinement in glass systems.
In our case, however, the confinement restriction
of the 1-nm slit does not relax with time. Hence,
the free diffusive motion of polymer beads is per-
manently inhibited, and the long time slope
remains smaller than 1. In contrast, our simula-
tions of bulk unconfined PEO show oxygen MSDs
with a slope close to 1 at longer time scales,
reflecting the unhindered diffusive motion con-

ventionally seen in the dynamics of bulk poly-
mers. This contrasting behavior is also observed
in a more dramatic fashion in the incoherent
dynamic scattering functions calculated for bulk
and confined polymers, in which the segmental
dynamics of the bulk polymer exhibit homogene-
ous Gaussian displacements, while those of the
confined polymer display dynamical heterogene-
ity with strong non-Gaussian characteristics.41

C��H Bond Reorientation

An indirect measure of PEO/Liþ synergy is also
found in the distribution of relaxation times for
the reorientations of the C��H bond vectors of
PEO. This quantity, although it may seem at
first glance to be of less importance than the
MSD, it is nevertheless worthwhile to discuss,
since it is amenable to experimental investiga-
tion through solid-state NMR and dielectric
spectroscopy studies9,42,43 providing suitable
properties for direct comparisons between the
present MD simulations and experimental stud-

Figure 11. Distributions of fast and slow reorienting C��H moieties calculated for all C��H

bonds in the system, at 423 K. The influence of the Liþ is clearly visible when comparing across

the various CEC, which correspond to (a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼
21/MMT, (c) NLi ¼ 13/MMT, and (d) NLi ¼ 0/MMT.
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ies.44,45 It was earlier shown19 that the coexis-
tence of fast and slow relaxation times for C��H
bond vectors in these confined systems was indi-
cative of dynamical heterogeneities arising from
the presence of lithium, confinement-stabilized
density fluctuations, and polymeric motion in
the slit. The influence of lithium is clearly visible
in Figures 10 and 11, in which the distributions

of C��H reorientation relaxation times are
shown. These relaxation times are determined
from the MD simulations through analysis of the
time autocorrelation functions of the C��H bond
vectors (as detailed earlier19), and we quantify
the distribution for motions with a characteristic
relaxation time of less than 1 ns, whereas all
slower relaxations are summarily grouped
together and referred in the figures’ inset text.

When comparing the behavior for the two tem-
peratures shown, 273 K in Figure 10 and 423 K
in Figure 11, it is evident that in both cases, there
exist ultra-fast C��H reorientations with charac-
teristic relaxation times of about 0.25 ns. These
relaxations are only seen in these severely con-
fined PEO systems and are absent in the respec-
tive bulk unconfined PEO; they have been, how-
ever, recently observed experimentally in quasi-
elastic neutron scattering, and indirectly through
dielectric relaxation spectroscopy, studies of PEO
intercalated in montmorillonite,46 and are
strongly reminiscent of previous dielectric spectro-
scopy studies.42 The population of these ultra-fast
C��H modes is increasing with temperature
(because of greater kinetic energy at higher tem-
peratures), a behavior that is consistent with
experimental results.9 Finally, the persistence of
slow C��H relaxations at the highest temperature
for all realistic CECs [Fig. 11(a–c)] is another devi-
ation from the bulk PEO behavior, which is also in
concert with experimental observations of interca-
lated PEO systems.9 This latter behavior is con-
nected with the existence of Liþ cations in the
interlayer and the associated coordination of them
to the PEO oxygens, as will be discussed shortly
later, and as evident from the disappearance of all
slow relaxing C��H bonds in confined systems
with no Liþ cations [Fig. 11(d)].

When systems with varied CEC and at differ-
ent temperatures are compared [Fig. 10(a–c) vs.
Fig. 11(a–c)], the changes in the distribution of
fast and slow C��Hmoieties seem to be consistent

Figure 12. Influence of various physical factors on the

relaxation rates of C��H bond reorientation, as represented

by their covariances with the rates of reorientation of C��H

bond vectors. In each case, the CECs of the adjacent confin-

ing surfaces are different, corresponding to (a) NLi ¼ 29 Liþ

per montmorillonite platelet, (b) NLi ¼ 21/MMT, and (c) NLi

¼ 13/MMT. In each panel, C��H bond reorientation is corre-

lated with C��H bond translational motion normal (z) and

parallel (xy) to the confining surfaces, with the local density

around each C��H bond, and with number of adjacent Liþ.
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with the changes in the coordinating Liþ popula-
tions, and do not seem to indicate any qualitative
changes in the mechanisms and the origins of the
segmental relaxations. As discussed in length
earlier,19 the segmental PEO relaxations are cor-
related with various molecular mechanisms: spe-
cifically, fast C��H bond reorientations develop19

(a) for segments that exhibit fast translational
motions, normal or parallel to the surfaces; (b) for
segments that are located in low local-density
regions; and (c) for segments that have fewer
than average adjacent Liþ cations. These mecha-
nisms were identified and their relative impor-
tance was quantified through calculations of the
covariances between the instantaneous rate of
C��H reorientation and the respective mecha-
nisms (a–c above). To see whether there are any
effects of the varied Liþ number to the mecha-
nisms responsible for the segmental PEO relaxa-
tions, we herewith undertake the same exercise
of calculating the same four covariances as a
function of varied CEC [Fig. 12(a–c)]. It is evident
that within the simulation errors, there is no
marked dependence of any of the covariances on
the CEC of the system. For the covariances asso-
ciated with translational motion and local-den-
sity, this behavior is probably expected, but for
the covariance between the number of adjacent
lithium next to a particular C��H unit and its
rate of reorientation, it requires some explana-
tion: This last covariance is about �0.2, and is
maintained at a consistent level for all the sys-
tems, independent of the number of lithium
present, and is hardly influenced by temperature
(Fig. 12, open triangles). Firstly, by definition,
these covariances are normalized for the number
of Liþ in each system, so it should not change sim-
ply because the number of lithiums is varied.
However, we saw before that several structural
and dynamic properties are sensitive to the CEC
variations simulated, in particular, the distribu-
tion of C��H relaxation times. This last depend-
ence is expected to change the value of the cova-
riance to the extent that it changes the average
rate of reorientation for the C��H moieties in the
system, but ultimately it seems that is not suffi-
cient to bring about an appreciable change in the
value of the covariances. In conclusion, we see
that the variation of the surface density of Liþ

(CEC) only changes the dynamics (absolute value
of mobility) of the Liþ, whereas it does not mark-
edly affect the mechanisms responsible for the
confinement-induced dynamical behavior of the
severely confined PEO chains.

CONCLUSIONS

Molecular dynamics computer simulations were
used to study the effect of the CEC (surface den-
sity of Liþ) of montmorillonite on the structure
and dynamics of severely confined PEO. It is seen
that varying the surface density of Liþ (CEC)
quantitatively affects the PEO–oxygen/lithium
coordination, and thus alters the polymer confor-
mations in confinement. This effect is reflected in
structural changes of the nanometer-thin con-
fined PEO films as seen in the chain conforma-
tions, density profiles across the slit, PDFs, as
well as the translational, orientational, and rota-
tionally invariant order parameters. In particu-
lar, increasing the number of lithium ions
increases the heterogeneity in the structure of
PEO oxygens, implicitly seen in the broadening of
the distribution for the order parameters calcu-
lated, and in the chain conformations. These
effects are in addition to the confinement-induced
disorder in these systems, which (unlike bulk
PEO) does not show a distinct change from solid-
like to liquid-like features with temperature. The
influence of the CEC is also apparent in the
dynamic response of the system: a decrease in the
number of lithium leads to an increase in the dif-
fusion coefficients of Liþ, and a change in the dis-
tribution of relaxation rates for C��H bond reor-
ientation. However, changes in the CEC do not
seem to alter the origins of the confinement-
induced dynamics in these systems.
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